Functional, dependable equipment, designed to meet your specific needs. Amtekco Industries is the leading manufacturer of custom stainless steel counters. Amtekco’s engineering staff and food service experience allows us to help you simplify your equipment needs.

Our focus as a company is to integrate food safety with the function and design of quality equipment for preparation, processing, and presentation operations in the supermarket industry.

Quality begins with the materials. Sixteen gauge 304 series stainless steel is our standard. Fourteen gauge 304 is available and often dictated by the overall width or length or general configuration of the equipment being designed/engineered. Amtekco equipment is fabricated to provide years of dependable service. This level of quality is found in our complete line of standard items and in our custom fabrication - both at competitive prices.

Custom Equipment Including the Following:

- Chef’s Counters
- Deli Lines
- Prep Counters

Stainless Steel Work Counter

Stainless Steel Countertop and Trayslide

If you can imagine it, we can build it!
If you can imagine it, we can build it!

Options:
1. 90° turn in top & cabinet
2. Angled turn in top & cabinet
3. Field joint
4. Backsplash up to 6"  
5. Backsplash up to 10"
6. Endsplash - finished or unfinished
7. Turn in splash
8. Electrical outlet in backsplash
9. Cut out in top
10. 12" x 20" die raised opening in top
11. 12" x 20" opening into refrigerator
12. Integrely welded sink
13. Drain trough welded into top
14. Column cut in top & backsplash
15. Column cut out in cabinet
16. Marine edge on top
17. Cut out in apron for mounting equipment controls
18. Drawer in apron
19. Intermediate s/s shelf
20. Stainless steel sliding doors

Options:
21. Stainless steel hinged doors
22. Cylinder locks
23. Removable access panel - solid
24. Removable access panel - louvered
25. Compressor housing w/ removable louvered vent
26. Plate shelf
27. 8" cutting board on shelf
28. 8" cutting board with mounting pins
29. 6" stainless steel toe kick in lieu of legs
30. Sectional, removable toe kick clipped to legs
31. Trayslide - tubular or solid stainless steel
32. Refrigerated base

Options Not Shown:
33. Electrical hole in plate shelf
34. Wiring electrical buyouts to controls
35. Full plumbing
36. Mounting buyouts
37. Compressors, evaporators, and refrigerations
38. False bottoms
39. Custom ice pans
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